INTRODUCTION
Shame is civilizing. It is the governing drive of conscience; if people had no shame, the rule of law would lose much of its power, and might would often mean right. Shaming-the public attempt to impose shame on others-is an equally important driver of behavior. People strive to avoid humiliation and the loss of reputation; we steer clear of "bad" behaviors even if they would benefit us. In the words of Seneca the Younger, "Shame can forbid sometimes what the law does not." 1 Shame and shaming are crucial to our understanding of intellectual property law and norms, and yet they have gone largely unexplored in the intellectual property literature. Many scholars have examined intellectual property norms and how they interact with the law. 2 But it is not enough to point out that someone acts a certain way because of norms; we must also understand the motivational forces that drive people to conform. In the criminal and tax law contexts, scholars have paid ample attention to the role of shame and shaming in governing 1 academic science, 15 jambands, 16 hip-hop music, 17 tattoo artists, 18 and even roller derby pseudonyms. 19 Negative spaces like these are crucial pieces of the intellectual property law puzzle. They prove that people create even when they are not guaranteed exclusive control over their creations. For that reason, negative spaces tend to undermine the conventional wisdom that intellectual property law is necessary to promote creation and innovation. But while scholars have paid increasing attention to these areas, none have articulated the importance of shame and shaming in creating and maintaining them.
I submit that shame and shaming are not only major factors in generating negative spaces, but also may help guide our understanding of intellectual property law more generally. Shame and shaming regulate behavior in many settings, but they cannot substitute for formal law. They are too variable, and in some cases are harmful. But shame and shaming are valuable nonetheless: first, they modulate the law, making it stronger or weaker depending on community needs; second, they highlight where the law may draw lines in the wrong places. The role of shame and shaming in creating and governing negative spaces implies that people gravitate toward "set points" of intellectual property protection. They create intellectual property rules where none exist, and they rail against the rules when they are too restrictive. Examining shame and shaming in the intellectual property context indicates what people value in various creative settings and teaches that the level and details of communities' set points may vary from community to community.
As we consider the proper boundaries of intellectual property protection, therefore, we should consider the roles of shame and shaming in shaping creation, innovation, and copying. This Article first explores the operation of shame and shaming. 20 Next, it examines the relationships between shame, shaming, and formal law, first generally and then in the intellectual property context. 21 This is followed by an analysis of the benefits and drawbacks of shame and shaming as regulatory mechanisms. 22 The Article concludes with a brief discussion of the normative implications of shame and shaming for intellectual property law. 23 While shame and shaming do not-and should notreplace formal law, they influence it and sometimes stand in its shoes. When considering whether to implement new protections and whether to carve out exceptions to current protections, lawmakers should take into account how shame and shaming will interact with formal rules, and they should consider whether formal enactments will add value beyond shame-based enforcement.
II. SHAME AND SHAMING
While shame and shaming share common roots, they operate somewhat differently. Shame is a painful emotion of self-judgment, generated by the person who experiences it. 24 Shaming is an external, and generally public, appeal to the shame of another. 25 Thus, while both rely on the concept of shame, the entity that feels shame or gets shamed may experience them quite differently. Nevertheless, both have the potential to be powerful shapers of behavior.
A. Shame Defined
Shame is the natural response of psychologically healthy individuals when they fail to conform to their own values or to the prevailing values of their family or social community. For example, people might experience shame if they lie, which is contrary to the value "lying is wrong." Both an excess of shame and the lack of it are associated 25. JOHN BRAITHWAITE, CRIME, SHAME AND REINTEGRATION 100 (1989).
with psychological pathology-neuroticism and psychoticism, respectively. 26 But in limited amounts, shame is not only normal and healthy, but also a necessary element of social cohesion. 27 Shame prevents chaos by motivating people to follow the norms of society and civilization: they conform, at least in part, because they would be ashamed not to. Shame operates in the gap between ambition and achievement. Psychologically, people are strongly motivated to align their "actual self" with their "ideal self" and their "ought self." 28 People feel shame when there is a negative gap between their aspiration level ("I aspire to be a generous person . . .") and their perceived self on that trait (". . . but I am selfish sometimes"). 29 What is "shameful" varies widely from culture to culture, but the phenomenon of shame is universal and has even been identified in nonhuman animals. 30 Recent studies have shown that shame may have genetic roots, evolving naturally through individual selection. 31 This makes sense. In addition to enhancing social cohesion, shame benefits those who experience it, as they are less likely to run afoul of rules, and by extension, less likely to experience punishment. Indeed, statistical modeling shows that people who experience shame should have longer life spans than those who do not. 32 While shame is innate, what people are ashamed of is defined largely through their interactions with others. Social science research has demonstrated that people consciously or subconsciously absorb and internalize the social norms of community influences such as family, religion, profession, neighborhood, and politics. 33 nity has a set of beliefs that are generally accepted among community members and are partly sustained by their approval. 34 Some social norms are widely held, such as manners and etiquette, honesty norms, and the norm against cannibalism. But many social norms vary from community to community. 35 When people are, or aspire to be, members of a particular community, they see themselves as embodying the ideals of that community. Acting or desiring something inconsistent with those ideals will automatically generate shame. 36 Shame therefore acts as an enforcer of community norms and values.
Shame does not require an audience per se, 37 but it does depend on some conception, either real or imagined, of what others would think. Experiencing shame demands either being observed by others-peers, respected authorities, customers, social cohort, society at large-or seeing oneself as one presumes others would. 38 When people are "ashamed of themselves," therefore, it is because they have internalized a value they ascribe to others and see in themselves a failure to embody that value. In the words of Jean-Paul Sartre: "Shame is by nature recognition. I recognize that I am as the Other sees me." 39 Shame is related to, but different from, guilt. Although many use the terms interchangeably in common parlance, they differ to social scientists: guilt is based on individual transgressions, while shame is based on a perceived failure or defect of the whole self. 40 For instance, the sentiment that "I did something wrong," differs from the feeling that "there's something wrong with me." Guilt and shame depend on each other to shape behavior through the "guilt-shame cy-34. See López-Pérez, supra note 24, at 572 (defining social norms). 35. See id. at 575; see also Topalli, supra note 28, at 801 (providing an example of a community, street criminals, with idiosyncratic norms).
36. ELIAS, supra note 33, at 492; see also MORRISON, supra note 24, at 32 (discussing relationship between shame and the "ego ideal"); id. at 79 (discussing relationship between shame and the threat of rejection or abandonment by a "significant object"); López-Pérez, supra note 24, at 575-79 (describing shame's operation in shaping behavior through aversion to norm-breaking).
37. Experimental evidence tends to show that behavior need not be observed to generate shame. For example, failure feedback has proven to generate shame even when given privately by computer without a human experimenter present. cle." 41 People feel guilty when they transgress, and then they feel shame for being the sort of person who would do something worthy of guilt. 42 ("There is something wrong with me because I want/embody/ am willing to do something inconsistent with society's expectations/ norms/mores.") For this Article's purposes, however, the difference between guilt and shame is less important than the difference between shame and shaming.
B. Shaming Defined
While shame is a reflexive, internal emotion, shaming is an external, aggressive action-an appeal to the shame of another, generally before a public audience. Shaming may have many motivations, including a desire to impose norms on another, to trigger someone else's shame, or to inflict reputation-based punishment. Regardless of the motivation, shaming appeals to community norms and attempts to impose them on someone else.
Sociologically, shaming includes "all social processes of expressing disapproval which have the intention or effect of invoking remorse in the person being shamed or condemnation by others who become aware of the shaming." 43 Shaming may take many forms: scolding, rebuking, ridiculing, scorning, avoiding, and shunning are all varieties of shaming sanction. 44 Shaming is often, but not always, directed at stigmatizing a transgressor. As Dan Kahan has explained, public shaming may take the form of stigmatizing publicity (e.g., publishing a list of "johns" to stigmatize those who violate anti-prostitution norms); literal stigmatization (e.g., compelling someone to wear a badge identifying herself as a transgressor); self-debasement (e.g., requiring someone to perform a publically debasing act, such as carrying a sign stating that she stole from a particular retailer); or contrition (e.g., requiring a public apology). 45 Although shaming may be directed privately at the transgressor, it is usually also directed at a broader audience.
Thus, most shaming has two audiences. First, it is directed at the "shamed" entity, as it may cause the target to internalize the values of the shamers or to experience feelings of shame. Second, it is directed 41 to a community of listeners who share the shamers' values and who may judge the target according to those values. For example, shaming is a core element of picketing: striking workers' signs say, "Shame on [employer]," not only to hurt the employer's feelings, so to speak, but also to harm the employer's reputation-and by extension, its bottom line.
C. How Shame and Shaming Shape Behavior
Both shame and shaming are powerful behavior shapers. 46 Sometimes they work in concert: members of a community adhere to norms and ideals both because they want to avoid feeling shame and because they want to avoid being shamed or expelled from the community. 47 Although the two forces may complement each other, they operate differently: shame operates through automatic self-restraint, whereas shaming operates through conscious manipulation by others. 48 As a result of this difference, the behavioral effects of shaming are more complex, and less reliable, than the behavioral effects of shame.
Shame
People fear shame because shame is painful. Long ago, Emile Durkheim, Talcott Parsons, and other social researchers posited that people often comply with internalized norms in order to avoid experiencing shame, and this conclusion has been reinforced by more recent experimental evidence regarding brain activity. 49 In fact, research indicates that shame is more powerful than law in shaping behavior. For example, empirical studies have shown that shame is more effective than rules at securing compliance with college anti-underage drinking policies; 50 that appeals to conscience are more successful than threats 46 of punitive sanction in securing compliance with tax laws; 51 and that hard-core criminals will avoid informing on others, even when informing would have legally beneficial effects, because they are ashamed to "snitch." 52 Thus, shame may drive someone to refrain from behavior even when formal law permits it, or to engage in behavior even when formal law prohibits it. 53 Shame derives its power from community identity. Commercial chefs, for example, internalize the values "it's bad to copy someone's recipe exactly" and "it's important to give credit to chefs who develop significant recipes." 54 Accordingly, chefs comply with the norms of originality and attribution associated with those values. Members of the open-source movement internalize the ideal "software sharing is good" and comply with the distribution and license-proliferation norms associated with it. 55 When people violate community norms, they feel a threat to their very identities. 56 This makes the fear of shame so potent that people follow community norms even when the norms may not be in their immediate interest. For example, someone who has internalized the value of sharing software code will do so even in cases where sharing the software code might be financially harmful, or where keeping it secret might be financially beneficial. 57 Shame effectively shapes even unobserved and unobservable behavior, because violators of community norms fear losing identity or self-respect. 58 sporadically or non-uniformly enforced, as long as community members understand those norms to be community values or ideals.
Shaming
Shaming, unlike shame, does not rely exclusively on internalization, but also operates through public perception. Shaming can make a broader audience-members of a community who share the values of the shamer-dislike the shamed entity, and therefore can harm even an entity that does not share the community's values. Shaming sanctions, such as shunning, can harm an entity's reputation, identity, or even profitability. Other shaming sanctions, such as rebuke and recrimination, can lead to humiliation-the "manifestation of shame which is the product of action perpetrated against the self by someone else." 59 This in turn results in an actual or presumed loss of reputation. Since entities want to avoid the disapproval of others, they tend to avoid behavior that would lead to public shaming. Thus, public shaming may shape behavior even when the shamed entity has not internalized the value in question-but it is doubtless most effective when the shamed entity also experiences internal shame as a result of having internalized the value. 60 In those settings, shaming has the potential to be more powerful than physical or pecuniary punishment. Growing up, many children are far more moved by hearing a parent say, "I am ashamed of you," than by other punishments, such as being spanked or having their allowance reduced. The same reasoning extends to the context of formal legal punishment.
Shaming can also work on firms-collective entities such as corporations, partnerships, and associations. Because shame is a human emotion, firms cannot "have shame" as natural people do. Firms lack the emotional mechanisms required to feel, process, or react to shame. But this is not to say that shame has no influence on firm behavior. Firms are comprised of people who (unless they are pathological) undoubtedly experience shame. Individuals' shame may particularly influence small or closely held corporations, and may influence larger firms as well, because the shame of a firm's leaders will at least partially guide the firm's behavior. But the collective shame-driven behaviors of multiple individuals-who may not have internalized the same, or even consistent, values-is less predictable than the individual shame-driven behavior of a single person. In addition, the exis- tence of a corporate structure, and the presence of other people as a buffer, may make larger corporate entities systematically insusceptible to shame, as they may permit individuals to avoid taking internal responsibility for any value-betraying desires. Therefore, although individuals within a firm will experience their own shame, the firm as a whole cannot be expected to "have shame" as the individuals do.
Although shame may not control corporate entities, public shaming can. It is often effective: we can all think of countless instances in which corporations, universities, sports teams, and the like have been effectively shamed into changing their policies. 61 Research shows that shaming works on corporations largely because they are concerned with reputation. 62 As social scientist Raúl López-Pérez queries, "[W]hy should firms spend huge amounts of money in efforts to improve society and safeguard the environment, guided by ideas of Corporate Social Responsibility . . . , if [they thought] nobody cared about that?" 63 In the intellectual property context, Internet shaming has unquestionably influenced the behavior of potential IP bullies. Many attorneys now advise against sending cease-and-desist letters to "gripe site" operators 64 -even letters the senders might believe to be "reasonable"-because of the risk that a site operator will post the letter publicly, harming the sender's reputation. 65 The reasoning behind this response may be cynical rather than ethical: firms make business decisions based on what will help or harm 61 their bottom lines. But even these decisions depend on firms' presumptions about the shame-based values of consumers, as consumers generally want to patronize businesses they approve of. Consumers feel shame when they support businesses that betray their values. ("I am ashamed to be the sort of person who supports a business that pollutes the environment or engages in other practices I abhor.") Businesses want prospective consumers to see them as embodying the consumers' values and are therefore keenly aware of the reputational impact of shaming. While public shaming may not trigger the "shame" of a business per se, it may compel a business to feign shame for reputational and, by extension, commercial purposes.
One might assume that public shaming is a more powerful behavior shaper than internal shame because public shaming works in two ways-emotionally and reputationally-while internal shame works only emotionally. But the contrary is true: as a behavior shaper, shaming is actually less predictably effective than shame. The effects of shame on individual emotion are automatic, but the effects of shaming are not. Shaming, unlike shame, depends on the beholder.
Shaming demands, at least in part, that the target have basic respect for the shamer's opinion, or the opinions of the shamer's audience. Shaming has little effect if the target perceives its actions to be justified or misunderstood: "If the violator shrugs off the criticisms as a product of ignorance, malice, or envy, and in addition anticipates no bad effects on him from the reception of the criticisms by other people, the criticisms will fail as sanctions for the criticized act." 66 This has particularly broad implications for firms, as they cannot experience the emotional aspect of shaming. Shaming, therefore, has little power over firms that do not depend on public opinion for profits or market share. 67 A firm that believes its reputation does not "matter" may simply ignore any attempts at shaming. 68 Indeed, even if reputation-based shaming does influence public opinion, firms may brush it off if they don't perceive the "public" as significant enough to affect profits. An oil company can tolerate being labeled a "polluter," and a manufacturer an "exploiter of workers," unless they believe that a meaningful number of relevant purchasers care enough to buy exclusively from "eco-friendly" and "worker-friendly" companies. 69 In addition, different people may hold different, and sometimes diametrically opposed, values regarding what is shameful. While some viewed the public announcement by restaurant chain Chick-Fil-A that it supported anti-gay causes as shameful, others thought it worthy of celebration. 70 In the absence of an authoritative consensus regarding what constitutes good-type or bad-type behavior, shame and shaming cannot provide consistent governance and will inevitably be unsatisfying for some portion of the population. Furthermore, reputation-based shaming is unlikely to matter unless it reaches the ears and eyes of people who care. For example, although the website Chilling Effects Clearinghouse (Chilling Effects) performs the valuable service of collecting overzealous cease-and-desist letters and takedown notices, 71 there is no way of knowing whether Chilling Effects succeeds in reducing the aggressiveness of IP bullies. For every Internet shaming campaign that reaches its audience, there may be dozens of attempts at shaming that few people ever become aware of. And while Internet shaming may be growing as a method of enforcing community values on perceived transgressors, 72 the capacity of listeners may not be growing commensurately. Some percentage of shaming campaigns, therefore, will just be shouting into the wind-and it is difficult, if not impossible, to predict which ones.
In addition, shaming works best if the transgressive behavior is either rare or rarely detected. Studies have shown that once behavior is common, it becomes accepted, and shaming is no longer effective as a 69. In its early stages, therefore, public shaming may be more of an attempt to create public "buy-in" for a particular value than an attempt to shape firm behavior. Once a particular market community internalizes a value, firms seeking that community's business will be forced to conform to that value-to market themselves as "eco-friendly" or "worker-friendly"-but may not see any reason to do so earlier. Similarly, early-stage shaming may be an attempt to invite (or coerce) a firm into a particular community by trying to convince the firm that the community is large or influential enough to merit conforming to the community's values. punishment or deterrent. 73 Similarly, shaming may actually promote bad behavior when the behavior is common, since it may highlight the fact that "everyone is doing it." 74 In the intellectual property context, this carries an ironic twist: the more that IP bullies are shamed, the less their practices may be seen as shameworthy.
Empirical studies show that, even in individuals, shame is a more powerful behavior shaper than shaming. One study established that, although both shame and shaming were more effective than rules in securing students' compliance with college underage drinking policies, students' internal shame was more influential than external shaming penalties, such as "name and shame" lists or embarrassment. 75 Another study found that appealing to taxpayers' consciences was more successful in securing their compliance with tax laws than threatening them with punitive sanctions. In addition, the study found that voluntary compliance is more likely when an action is deemed important in the wider society or community. Thus, people are motivated more by community approval than by community scorn. 76 These findings reflect that while the pain of shame is automatic, the pain of shaming can be circumvented by rejecting the shamer's values. Shaming can even generate rage and rebellion. 77 The stigmatizing effect of shaming can drive targets out of a community instead of pulling them in, creating "outsiders" who feel they owe nothing to the community and feel no discomfort in transgressing. 78 
Disintegration vs. Reintegration
Social scientists have struggled to discern what causes shaming to backfire into rage or rebellion. The most prominent theory originates with sociologist John Braithwaite, whose work focuses predominantly on shaming and crime. Braithwaite divides shaming practices into "disintegrative" and "reintigrative" varieties. 79 Disintegrative shaming stigmatizes offenders by alienating them from a community. Thus, 73 . See Posner, supra note 3, at 1789-90 (discussing the creation and enforcement of norms in the tax context and more generally).
74. disintegrative shaming may not prevent unwanted behavior-and in fact, may promote it-because instead of creating an incentive to conform to norms, stigmatization creates outcasts who reject community values and consequently repeat their behavior without fear of emotional pain. In contrast, reintegrative shaming incorporates some notion of forgiveness or repentance and a renewed relationship with the offender. Braithwaite argues that it is therefore much more effective at preventing crime (and by extension, other behaviors unacceptable to the prevailing community). In his words, "the key to crime control is cultural commitments to shaming in ways that I call reintegrative." 80 Unlike stigmatization,
[r]eintegrative shaming . . . is disapproval dispensed within an ongoing relationship with the offender based on respect, shaming which focuses on the evil of the deed rather than on the offender as an irremediably evil person, where degradation ceremonies are followed by ceremonies to decertify deviance, where forgiveness, apology, and repentance are culturally important. 81 Where disintegrative shaming tells the transgressor, "you are bad," reintegrative shaming tells the transgressor, "do better next time."
Braithwaite's theory is instinctively appealing, but incomplete. Other studies show that the effectiveness of shaming depends on interdependency between the shamer and the transgressor. 82 These findings are consistent with the limits of shaming discussed above: reputation-based shaming works only if (1) it is actually likely to influence the target's reputation and (2) the target cares. In short, an offender who feels no relationship with the shamer is not the fittest candidate for reintegration.
III. SHAME, SHAMING, AND LAW Shame, shaming, and law share a long common history as systems of social control. At a fundamental level, shame and formal law are intertwined. In most cases, formal law embodies the values of society, and breaking the law is considered per se shameful. 83 functions even when people may not agree with a particular law: even someone who believes that drugs should be legalized may refrain from taking drugs because it is illegal-and thus shameful-to take them. 84 Shaming, too, has long been used as a tool of law enforcement. Historians have tracked the existence of parallel and complimentary systems of law and shaming at least as far back as ancient Greece, and anthropologists have found it to be a universal phenomenon. 85 Shaming penalties-ranging from public physical punishments such as whippings and hangings to more psychologically driven shaming via stocks or pillories-were common forms of formal law enforcement imposed by religious and state authorities in colonial America. 86 Shaming's popularity as an official penal technique waned in the nineteenth century, likely due in part to the influence of the Quakerswho advocated for rehabilitative and educative punishment-and partly to social science work of the day, which favored swift, certain punishment over more flamboyant options. 87 Today, so-called scarlet letter punishments have returned to vogue as alternatives to the cost and time of prison. A Milwaukee judge offered reduced jail time to a convicted drunk driver who agreed to wear a sandwich board publicly admitting his crime. 88 One Florida judge commonly sentences thieves to carry a sign in front of the place they stole from, stating, "I stole from this store," in lieu of fines or jail time. 89 Public shaming via apology and advertisement are also on the Sunstein, On the Expressive Function of Law, 144 U. PA. L. REV. 2021, 2025-28 (1996); Jensen, supra note 2, at 562 ("However, legal rules can also induce compliance with the law indirectly by changing the social meaning of unlawful conduct. As Cass Sunstein has observed, defining certain conduct as 'against the law' can 'inculcate both shame and pride' in the minds of individuals . . . .").
84. http://www.thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/episode/379/return-to-the-scene-of-the-crime (the description of the episode reads: "There's a town in Florida where if you shoplift, and get caught, a judge will send you back to the scene of your crime to stand in front of the store, with a large sign that reads 'I stole from this store.' Ira [Glass] and producer Lisa Pollak talk to one such teenager who was caught stealing from a convenience store, the supervisor overseeing her punishment, and the judge who sends her there.").
rise as formal punishments for white-collar crime. Informal extrajudicial shaming, such as conducting a "perp walk" for white-collar criminals, is similarly growing in popularity. 90 Furthermore, several states publish lists of tax offenders. 91 In most contexts, shame and shaming reinforce formal law. There are a few outlying exceptions to this: for example, in communities of hard-core criminals, shame reinforces anti-"snitching" norms that conflict with law enforcement. 92 
A. IP, Specifically
The outlying exception in the criminal context seems to be the norm in the intellectual property context: While shame and shaming reinforce formal intellectual property law in some ways, they may actually do even more to work against it. Shame and shaming create rules where formal intellectual property law provides none; and where formal law does provide rules, shame and shaming limit enforcement.
For many, intellectual property infringement is shameful, just as violating criminal law is. By labeling certain conduct as "infringing," society identifies it as transgressive, and potential offenders refrain from infringing because they fear the shame of transgressing. External shaming reinforces this; it is likely that shaming has been an informal remedy for unauthorized copying for as long as there has been unauthorized copying. 93 Recently, the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) employed several varieties of shaming to stem the tide of infringing music piracy. First, the RIAA's highly publicized suits against file sharers made examples of a few file sharers-a modern-day pillory-and reinforced the concept that infringement is shameful. 94 Second, the RIAA's advertising campaign explicitly labeled peer-to-peer file sharing "theft," which likened file sharing to an established shameful behavior and may have triggered the shame mechanism in many who had not previously viewed file sharing as shameful. 95 This example demonstrates how external shaming can define what is shameful. Although a great deal of music file sharing takes place today, some reports say that it has declined somewhat, 96 and many people doubtless elect to not engage in file sharing because they have internalized anti-file sharing values. People, whether they share files or not, are now more likely to believe that file sharing is "wrong." 97 File sharing is only one example of this phenomenon. Because small-scale copyright and patent infringements are difficult to detect, most potential infringers would probably never be caught. But they are guided by conscience; they refrain from infringing not because they fear enforcement, but because they believe infringement is shameful. In that way, shame and shaming operate in the intellectual property law context exactly as they do in other contexts. 98 But shame and shaming also do something else in the IP context: they supplant and re-form formal law, creating restrictions and freedoms that formal law does not. Shame and shaming are major factors in creating intellectual property's negative spaces-areas of creation and innovation that thrive without significant formal intellectual property protection. These areas are important because they tend to defy the conventional wisdom that intellectual property exclusivity is universally necessary as an incentive for creation and innovation. Understanding what makes these areas function, therefore, helps us understand when formal protection is, and is not, needed.
95. See id. at 18 ("Entertainment industry representatives have deployed a variety of rhetorical tropes designed to position online copyright infringement, and particularly p2p filesharing, as morally objectionable and socially insidious.").
96. See, e.g., Press Release, NPD Grp., The NPD Group: Music File Sharing Declined Significantly in 2012 (Feb. 26, 2012) , available at https://www.npd.com/wps/portal/npd/us/news/pressreleases/the-npd-group-music-file-sharing-declined-significantly-in-2012/ (reporting a 17% decline in the number of consumers using peer-to-peer file sharing services between 2011 and 2012).
97. According to a 2003 Gallup poll, 15% of teens aged 13-17 believed it was "morally wrong" to download music from the Internet for free. Shame and shaming create and govern these spaces in two ways. First, in some creative communities, shame and shaming govern copying behavior when there is no formal law in place. Second, shame and shaming help discourage intellectual property owners from enforcing their intellectual property rights in overreaching ways. Shame and shaming are therefore among the factors that help to sustain low-IP equilibria.
Fear: Shame and "IP Without IP"
When people have internalized values regarding copying, they are ashamed to violate them, regardless of what the law dictates. This is just as true in areas where formal intellectual property law does not reach-areas that I call "doctrinal no man's land" 99 -as it is in areas well controlled by formal intellectual property law. The result is that, in doctrinal no man's land, individuals conform to community norms regarding copying without the strictures of formal law, creating "IP without IP." 100 Even when formal law might permit copying in various contexts, shame prevents it, or shapes the behavior of would-be copiers. For example, copyright fair use rules allow scholars to rely on quotations from other scholars' work, 101 and law does not require attribution to the original work. Yet scholars still cite each other when they use quotations. Scholars even cite each other when there is no meaningful risk that their plagiarism would be discovered, as when relying on obscure sources or student research. Why cite? Taking credit for another's ideas might, especially in a world without anti-plagiarism norms, be beneficial to the plagiarist. But we live in a world that values citation, and scholars have internalized that norm. Scholars would be ashamed to take credit for others' work (and rightly so). Perhaps scholars share other concerns as well: a desire for reciprocal citation, for example, or a desire to appear well-read. But a great many, no doubt, cite because they believe it would be wrong not to.
Empirical case studies indicate that scholars are not alone in adhering to copying and attribution norms because they would be ashamed not to. Haute cuisine chefs maintain an unspoken, yet well-defined, set of sharing, anti-copying, and attribution norms that differ significantly from the strictures of formal law. 102 Roller derby participants register their pseudonyms in a sport-wide database and consult that database before choosing pseudonyms. Although the law is silent on the question of roller derby pseudonym copying, the participants know that copying would betray community values, and being part of the community is "central to the derby experience." 103 Tattoo artists will copy trademarks and copyrighted works onto clients' skin, but refrain from copying custom tattoos; they enforce these norms through notions of self-respect, shame, and shaming rather than formal legal remedies. 104 Comedians refrain from copying not only expression (as copyright law would demand), but also ideas, because they believe joke-stealing is wrong. 105 Typeface designers avoid copying designs verbatim because to do so would be "dirty pool." 106 Free-software advocates "see avoiding proprietary or commercial entanglements as a moral imperative." 107 Although the interviewees in these case studies seldom use the word "shame," they consistently refer to notions of conscience and community values in identifying the taboos and obligations of their particular negative spaces. This amounts to shame: the fear that if they do not conform, they would be failing to live up to the values of their community. This is distinct from concerns about shaming, humiliation, or the embarrassment of being exposed, although certainly each of those may play a part in the decision to comply with community norms. 108 Rather, it is about internalizing values, desiring to live up to them, and fearing the emotional pain of shame that would result from betraying those values.
Thus, the individual, internal shame of participants helps to sustain the delicate equilibrium of low-IP negative spaces, where creation thrives without significant formal intellectual property protection. In these communities, the law permits copying-even unlimited or unrestricted copying. One might expect that freedom to copy would undermine the incentive to create in those areas. It does not, likely because creators in those areas are motivated by reasons other than exclusivity or direct pecuniary benefit. For example, creators may create out of a desire for recognition or a desire to be part of a creative community. For creators who desire recognition, a community that permits widespread copying but demands attribution is ideal. 109 Creators who merely desire community membership do best to find a creative community and adhere to its norms, whatever they may be. In either case, the creator will be highly motivated to conform to community norms, and will feel shame for violating them, because those very norms are among the creator's reasons for joining the community. And even if a creator does not possess the community's values at the outset, the creator will eventually internalize them and feel shame for violating them.
Like the norm against snitching in criminal circles, here shame arises from doing something that is perfectly legal. The shameful behavior may even be salutary from a broader societal perspective, but it violates community norms. Perhaps society would benefit from more imitations of haute cuisine recipes. But because the behavior is taboo among a relevant segment of society-other chefs and "foodies"-chefs generally refrain from copying. 110 Shame may be an ideal enforcement mechanism when formal law will not work. For example, performance magicians have great difficulty relying on formal law to protect their tricks, because seeking or enforcing protection would usually require disclosing one's secrets. Instead, magicians abide by a culture of secrecy, policed by shame. 111 Where formal law leaves off, shame takes over.
Because they are backed by the power of shame, these norms-based systems are more sustainable than they might appear. One might expect a handful of self-interested rogues to stray from a norms-based system, thereby causing it to collapse. According to Rochelle Cooper Dreyfuss, a number of factors may contribute to the breakdown of negative spaces, which highlights the fragility of low-IP equilibria. Many negative-space communities of individuals, as distinct from those inhabited mostly by firms, exhibit signs of the "interdependence" that makes shame and shaming most effective. 114 117 These are communities in which public shaming would be effective, and occasionally it occurs: dozens of YouTube videos expose alleged joke-stealers. 118 Tattoo "plagiarist hall of shame" galleries show examples of norm violators. 119 Academic science plagiarists may be "named and shamed" in journals. 120 Foodies draw attention to menus that seem "plagiarized." 121 But for the most part, low-IP subcultures seem not to depend on shaming. Even people who believe they can "get away with it" will adhere to community values because, as a matter of conscience, they want to see themselves as someone who bealtruism, tipping, herding, failed leadership, and technological change" as likely factors contributing to the breakdown of negative spaces).
113. See Posner, supra note 3, at 1789-90 (discussing signaling-type norms). 114. See BRAITHWAITE, supra note 25, at 85-87 (recognizing that shaming is more effective in "communitarian" societies, defined as societies whose members are interdependent).
115 127 Tattoo artists will personally confront or badmouth those who copy custom tattoos. 128 Performance magicians will stop associating with colleagues who reveal how tricks are performed; when a rogue magic trick manufacturer sold unauthorized illusions, a long list of respected magicians signed a letter shaming the manufacturer. 129 These informal enforcement mechanisms teach community members what constitutes good-type and bad-type behavior, so that they will be driven by conscience to comply with norms regardless of whether they are likely to be caught. In this way, negative-space communities conduct shame-teaching through a combination of custom-communicating norms and values 122. Fagundes, supra note 19, at 1101; Beasley, supra note 18, at 1167. 123. See, e.g., Schultz, supra note 16, at 679 (noting that in the jamband community, "membership is fluid, often anonymous, and requires no membership card").
124. See Lessig, supra note 55, at 1417 ("This is the core of the Open Source Movement: that the code of open source software remains free for others to take, and modify, and use: that it sits in the public domain, which means that no one needs the permission of anyone else to take it, and improve it.").
125. See Braithwaite, supra note 81, at 13-15 (1993) (discussing urban varieties of community in the context of reintegrative shaming).
126. For example, the University of Virginia's Electronic Text Center, which houses many public domain texts, is concerned principally with archival dependability when it begs users not to copy its texts for commercial use or mount them on other servers. to each other-and enforcement techniques, such as shaming, denial of reciprocal benefits, and even expulsion for those who fail to comply. Thus, each negative-space creative community makes its own copying and attribution norms, and the participants in the community are compelled by shame, and to some extent, shaming, to comply with them. Because they arise organically from within the community, these norms are customized to the needs of the greater community. 130 They may not serve each participant ideally, but they are more likely to suit participants' needs than the one-size-fits-all approach of formal law, which is not only imposed from the outside to suit the needs of external constituencies like major entertainment companies, but is also designed to work across all industries and creative endeavors. 131 
Loathing: Shaming and IP Forbearance
While internal shame prevents copying, external shaming encourages it. More accurately, external shaming discourages intellectual property owners from aggressively enforcing their rights. When copyright, patent, or trademark owners send cease-and-desist letters, the Internet makes it easy to shame the intellectual property owners by accusing them of bullying or being trolls. In so doing, shamers create a public conversation that transforms intellectual property owners into "bad guys" simply for enforcing their own rights. This discourse uses the language of shaming to shape the reaction of the shamed entity and to build public opinion. The terms "troll" and "bully" signal shameful identity just as the terms "junkie" and "slut" signal shamingbased condemnation of drug use and female sexuality. 132 The Internet creates a panopticon. 133 The instant an intellectual property owner sends a cease-and-desist letter, that letter can be 130 posted to the Internet for the whole world to see. And when a shamer begins the discourse, the shamer controls it; when a shamer introduces an IP owner to the world as a bully or troll, the world sees that intellectual property owner through the shamer's eyes. This gives accused infringers the power to turn the accusation around and impose sharing norms on IP-holding entities that may be big and powerful.
Indeed, fear of external shaming may act prophylactically, preventing powerful intellectual property owners from overextending their rights. 134 One commentator advises that "[i]n a classic 'David versus Goliath' battle, throngs of people come to the defense of the small business owner" who is perceived to be at the mercy of the larger corporate giant. 135 Attorneys are increasingly aware that "enforcement can bring unwanted negative publicity." 136 Sending a cease-anddesist letter carries with it an enormous risk of negative attention. The phenomenon is so well-known that it has a name: the Streisand Effect. 137 The name originated in 2003, when photographer Ken Adelman and his wife sought to document California coastal erosion by photographing the entire California coast from a helicopter and posting their results on the website www.californiacoastline.org. These photos included and identified an aerial view of Barbara Streisand's estate. 138 Streisand demanded the photo be removed, first via cease-and-desist letter 139 and later via lawsuit, which the Los Angeles Superior Court dismissed. 140 The ironic result was that Streisand not only failed to get the photos removed, but also drew massive attention to the photo. Reports state that the image was downloaded just six times prior to the suit but was accessed as many as 420,000 whole circuit reviewable with little, or . . . without any, change of place. One station in the inspection part affording the most perfect view of every cell . . . .").
134. See Ullmann-Margalit, supra note 44, at 432-33 (discussing the chilling effect of surveillance on behavior times in the month after Streisand's suit was filed. 141 By taking legal action, Streisand created exactly the opposite of her desired result. Her experience and scores of others have taught intellectual property owners that it is risky to assert one's rights, especially when the rights are weak or the alleged infringer has many sympathizers.
Shaming influences not only whether, but also how, intellectual property owners enforce their rights. Savvy IP owners know that their cease-and-desist letters may be posted on the Internet, so they incorporate more reasonable demands and make them less threatening in tone. 142 When asserting trademark rights, they shift responsibility away from themselves, relying on the so-called duty to police to appear more practical and less overbearing. 143 By seeming reasonable, intellectual property owners can not only avoid being shamed, but can develop positive reputations. They can harness the shame of consumers who would be ashamed to patronize companies who betray the consumers' values. Jack Daniel's garnered positive attention, for example, by sending an exceedingly friendly cease-and-desist letter to an author who parodied the Jack Daniel's label on a book cover, with a jovial tone and a more limited set of demands than an average letter of its kind. 144 Regardless of the motivation, these moves gradually shift intellectual property owners' behavior toward the shamers' values and away from maximal enforcement.
In the Internet age, shaming campaigns have the potential to spread virally. Social media sites like Facebook help harness network effects to spread shaming messages; the more "likes" a shaming campaign garners, the larger an audience it reaches. 145 In addition, sites like Chilling Effects seek to harness this phenomenon by collecting and indexing aggressive cease-and-desist letters. Chilling Effects thereby identifies IP bullies and labels them as such. 146 147 These attempts not only shift public opinion about the shamed entities, but also create public opinion about what constitutes good-type and bad-type behavior. Until Patent TrollTracker embarked on its campaign of naming and shaming patent assertion entities, few had ever heard of a "patent troll," and few had an opinion at all about the moral propriety of being in the patent litigation business. But by creating a discourse of shame around patent assertion behavior, Patent TrollTracker (and many others who took part in the conversation) made the patent assertion business model shameful-or at least ethically questionable. 148 Large-scale campaigns have even influenced the path of formal law. In 2011 and 2012, shaming campaigns drew attention to proposed Internet IP regulations known as the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) and the PROTECT-IP Act (PIPA), mixing market and electoral power with the language of shame and ultimately defeating the laws' passage. 149 Shaming sends the message that certain values are important enough for the target to adopt (or at least perform) them. If environmentalists did not shame polluters, the polluters might not perceive a sufficient reason to justify the expense of avoiding it. Merely drawing attention to polluting behavior would not produce the same result because attention alone, without normative content, does not create or reinforce values. Shaming not only draws attention to the behavior, but also reinforces to all who listen-including the target and the public at large-that the behavior in question is wrong.
By shaming a target, shamers invite the target to become a part of the shamers' community value system. Shamers not only threaten the target, but also reintegrate it (in the Braithwaitean sense) by giving the target an opportunity to be forgiven-to "do better next time." If the target adopts or performs the shamers' values, it has the opportunity to join the shamers' community. In addition, if the shamers and the target are at all interdependent, a reformed target will gain customers, or at least stop losing them. Thus, reintegrative shaming is possible even outside the context of insular communities.
Were it not for shaming, IP bullies might not appreciate the number and potency of those who care about pro-sharing values or attribution. A few recent incidents highlight this. In June 2012, the United States Olympic Committee (USOC) sent a cease-and-desist letter to the fiber-arts community Ravelry, demanding that the community stop using the term "Ravelympics" for a community event. 150 The USOC was well within its rights to send the letter: in fact, the Olympic and Amateur Sports Act (OASA), which grants it exclusive rights in the term "Olympics," is significantly stronger than the trademark rights granted by the Lanham Act, as the OASA does not provide infringers with the same expression-based exceptions. 151 Ravelry changed the name of its event to the Ravellenic Games, 152 even though there was little likelihood that Ravelry's use of the suffix "-lympics" would cause confusion or harm to the USOC's mark. But the fiber-arts community members were not as ready to accept what it saw as bullying, and they reacted virulently. Over two days, the community generated over 2,300 furious message board posts, and the story went viral to news outlets like Gawker, Slate, and NPR. 153 As a result, the USOC learned a lesson, or at least appeared to: it posted a formal letter of apology to the community stating, among other things, that it "embrace[s] hand-crafted American goods." 154 In January 2013, the Fox television show Glee broadcast a cover version of the Sir Mix-A-Lot song "Baby Got Back" that was copied, note-for-note, from a version by independent artist Jonathan Coulton. This was par for the course: Glee had copied covers before, including covers from artists DJ Earworm, Greg Lasswell, and Nouvelle Vague. 155 This did not constitute infringement because, as a function of the compulsory licensing scheme for creating cover songs, cover artists do not own rights in their cover versions. If a cover version of a song is close enough to the original that it fits within the compulsory licensing scheme, the cover does not constitute infringement of the original. But by making something so similar to the original, the cover artist essentially gives up the right to argue that he or she added anything original to the song. 156 As a practical matter, a listener might find a cover version to be quite novel, but the law says differently. Thus, Fox and Glee have the right to copy cover songs without permission from the cover maker, as long as they enter into the appropriate licenses with the original song creator. With Coulton, however, this approach backfired: Coulton is a standard-bearer for the Creative Commons community and its pro-sharing, pro-attribution values. When Coulton made a blog post about Glee's unauthorized use of his cover, the Internet exploded with outrage at Glee's choice not to attribute the cover to Coulton. 157 Although Glee was not required by law to give credit to Coulton, the community shamed Glee and Fox, in essence inviting them to join the community's pro-attribution values. It is still too soon to say whether the campaign has had any effect on Fox's attribution practices, but it has generated enough attention to touch Fox's bottom line: in a few days on iTunes, sales of Coulton's 156. 17 U.S.C. § 115(a)(2) ("A compulsory license includes the privilege of making a musical arrangement of the work to the extent necessary to conform it to the style or manner of interpretation of the performance involved, but the arrangement shall not change the basic melody or fundamental character of the work, and shall not be subject to protection as a derivative work under this title, except with the express consent of the copyright owner."). "Baby Got Back -In the Style of Glee" (with all proceeds going to charity) sold more units than any track actually produced by Glee. 158 Although these stories demonstrate the communicative power of shaming, they also demonstrate its unpredictability. While each has felt the effects of shaming, there is no guarantee that either the USOC or the producers of Glee will change their enforcement or attribution behaviors in the long term. The shamers invited both entities to join their norms-communities, but it remains to be seen whether either will join. We can be sure, however, that each shamed target has a newfound awareness that competing norms exist-something they may not have known before the shaming occurred. Likewise, consumers can rely on the shaming to make decisions about whether they want to support the Olympics or watch Glee. This demonstrates the discursive aspect of shaming: it carries information about what the shamers believe is, and should be, shameful.
B. Strengths and Weaknesses of Shame and Shaming as Regulatory Mechanisms
As regulatory mechanisms, shame and shaming have a number of significant benefits, even as compared with formal law: they are more democratizing, more flexible, and sometimes more effective at governing behavior. But it would be a mistake to assume that these benefits make shame and shaming optimal tools for regulating copying in all circumstances. In fact, both shame and shaming have significant flaws and risks. Shame only affects a small portion of the population, and shaming, although it applies more universally, is far less likely to be effective. Both shame and shaming have the potential to be deeply damaging. For that reason, they are not adequate replacements for formal law. I suggest that in an ideal intellectual property system, they would augment, not supplant law, serving more as tools for understanding proper levels of protection rather than as regulatory mechanisms in and of themselves.
A Few Strengths
Many of the strengths of shame and shaming as regulatory mechanisms are discussed above: shame, and to some extent shaming, compels people to comply with laws and norms, even when their transgressions would likely never be discovered. 159 In the intellectual property context, shame and shaming allow communities to customize 158. Id. 159. See supra Part II.C.1. copying and attribution norms to the needs and wants of particular creative communities. 160 Shame and shaming not only deter and punish, but they also may result in some measure of reconciliation and proportionality, as the community itself metes out what it believes is an appropriate punishment for transgression. 161 Shame and shaming are also cost-effective. Shame costs nothing, since it happens automatically, and shaming, especially in the age of viral Internet discussion, is very inexpensive. Both can be effective even against minor transgressions. Considering the cost of litigation, a lawsuit over an appropriated roller derby pseudonym, an imitated recipe, a stolen joke, or a plagiarized blog post would-even if the law permitted them-surely not be worth the price. In contrast, shame and shaming are virtually free.
For that reason, shame and shaming can level the playing field between Davids and Goliaths. 162 In many circumstances, intellectual property owners hold all the cards, while accused infringers hold none. It costs very little to send a cease-and-desist letter or to initiate a lawsuit, but resisting that letter or defending that suit can be crushingly expensive and time consuming. 163 The result is that IP owners may be able to extract monetary settlements or other business concessions without ever giving meaningful consideration to the merits of their claims. In the online context, this effect is particularly powerful. Under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, protections for alleged infringers are weak, as internet service providers are required to remove accused material even before the alleged infringer has an opportunity to respond to the accusation. 164 An alleged infringer may have material reinstated by filing a counternotice, but judicial protection for wrongly accused material is not available unless (1) the target of the notice elects to submit a counter-notice; (2) the complainant then lleged infringers are subject to removal of their expressive materials, not only before a judge reviews the complaint, but likely even before they receive notice of a complaint. Further, while they have the opportunity to send a counternotice, the material, once removed, must stay down at least 10-14 days according to the statute. The effect may be to substantially burden expressive and other individual rights. In the case of expressive materials, this could be especially significant: ten days to two weeks may greatly diminish the value of the call to a protest, the competitive price, or the newsworthy blog entry." (footnote omitted)). files suit; and (3) a court resolves the issue. 165 Shaming gives an inexpensive extralegal option to accused infringers: to shine a bright, public, and critical light on the accuser.
Shaming thus gives IP bullies something to fear. It forces them to examine the quality of their claims because they know that they will be shamed for overreaching and that the consequences of shaming may be far more severe than the benefit they would gain from asserting their rights. In this way, shaming tends to offset other harmful intellectual property phenomena that are not bound by due process, such as the chilling effect of cease-and-desist letters.
Moreover, unlike other penalties, such as fines, shaming can help the shamer directly. Because the shamer is involved in punishing the transgressor, the shamer feels a sense of agency and closure. In fact, when people are "fed up"-for example, as they are fed up with sharp banking practices and white collar crime in the midst of a challenging economy-public shaming may help restore public faith in the shamed industry. If shamed targets take shamers up on their invitations to join a community of values, shamers may begin to regain trust in those targets.
Many Weaknesses
In analyzing the flaws and risks of shame and shaming as regulatory mechanisms, it is helpful to separate internal shame from external shaming. Each has its own weaknesses.
The chief critique of internal shame is that it is not universal. As discussed above, firms cannot experience shame as individuals do, and while the individuals inside firms may be guided by their own shame or firms may feign shame for reputational reasons, firms as unitary entities are guided by a separate set of principles that may overcome shame. In addition, people who "have no shame" are simply not bounded by the values of their community. In a way, it is very similar to formal law: some proportion of those bound by formal law will decide to disregard it. The difference is that formal law is more reliably enforceable. Shame is enforced principally through shaming-and transgressors who have no shame are less likely to be bothered by shaming. For that reason, shame cannot act as a universal regulatory mechanism.
A subtler, but no less important, critique is that shame is painful. The same thing that makes shame effective also gives it enormous power over those who experience it. Imagine if everyone walked around wearing a collar that would administer a shock every time one violated a rule of etiquette: it might be very effective at making the world more genteel, but it would not be humane. This is problematic in itself, but it is especially so when one considers that what constitutes shameful behavior is seldom in the discretion of the person experiencing the shame. An outside force-usually some variety of community or family-defines what is shameful. This gives "mob psychology" enormous power to inflict emotional pain on behavioral outliers. 166 In the broader social context, this may have the severest of consequences, such as the suicides of those who have been socialized to believe that homosexuality is shameful. In the intellectual property context, the consequences may be less severe because the behaviors are less likely to be identity defining,-one can change one's copying behaviors, but not one's sexuality-but shame is no less powerful in defining people's personal values in the intellectual property context as in any other. The tragic story of Aaron Swartz may serve as a cautionary tale. Swartz, who co-founded the Internet site Reddit and was an outspoken free-information activist, was indicted for downloading 4.8 million academic articles from the JSTOR database with the intent of distributing them for free via peer-to-peer file sharing sites. Swartz committed suicide in January after pleading not guilty. 167 This highlights the inequality of shame and the variability of its results: Swartz almost certainly experienced a complex set of emotions, including depression and shame, 168 and he took his own life. JSTOR, which never pursued charges against Swartz, began offering limited free access to its materials in the wake of his death. 169 The FBI has its own role in this discourse, but it-and the individual prosecutors who pursued Swartz in defense of their own passionately held values-may never feel shame as Swartz did, although some have argued they should. 170 This highlights a third concern with shame: it requires a static, or at least consistently held, idea of what constitutes good-type and badtype behavior. While this may be common in close-knit communities, it is far from universal on a broader scale. In fact, as the Chick-Fil-A example demonstrates, some may celebrate what others consider shameful. 171 And even within a given community, there may be dissent about the best approaches to copying and attribution. For the most part, this variability is a benefit because it allows for customization of norms and fine-grained distinctions among and inside communities. Jamband fans can value copying and sharing of live recordings but oppose the copying of commercial releases, 172 while comedians can disapprove of copying jokes. 173 Tattoo artists can approve of purchasing and copying "flash" designs, but revile the copying of custom tattoos; they can rely on copyright protection for books of flash, but disapprove of aggressive copyright enforcement. 174 Fan fiction communities can approve of transformative copying, but disapprove of plagiarism. 175 But it also means that at the edges of any community, the norms and values may begin to break down. Some roller derby participants have begun registering their names as trademarks, while others place a high value on the sport's self-regulation and would be ashamed to rely on formal law. 176 Once outliers grab a foothold, values can shift. This flexibility may be good for optimizing norms to match the needs of a given time and community, but it can make shame an unpredictable governing tool. When different people have conflicting views regarding what is shameful, shame is not only incapable of providing predictable governance, but is also guaranteed to govern in a way that some find unacceptable.
External shaming may be even more troublesome as a regulatory mechanism than internal shame. First, shaming only works if someone hears it. If the target never knows that it is being shamed, it will never respond to the shaming; and if no one ever knows that the target is being shamed, there will be no harm to the target's reputation and no lesson imparted to the public regarding what is or should be considered shameful. As the Internet becomes increasingly saturated, it becomes even more difficult for an audience to separate signal from noise. This means that the effectiveness of shaming as a regulatory mechanism may end up depending as much on luck as on merit.
In addition, shaming is less effective in communities where identity is plastic. 177 If the shamed target is anonymous or can easily change identity, the target will not perceive the threat or feel the sting of reputational harm. Many online settings permit or encourage anonymity; in such settings, shaming is largely ineffective. In pseudonymous societies-for example, many online communities-shaming is more effective, but only if pseudonyms are persistent identifiers of a single entity. 178 Although some of these communities have cultures of reciprocity that most members follow, those members must be guided and governed by their own consciences and internal shame, since there is no mechanism for shaming (or even identifying) those without persistent identities. In those settings, formal remedies-and the subpoena power that accompanies them-are far more effective against those without shame.
Even more problematic is shaming's unpredictability. If the target does not share the values of the shamer, or perceives its actions as justified, the shaming will not generate the shamer's desired reaction. 179 Most IP owners likely wish to avoid being branded as bullies, but others might actually want to be seen as litigious, "scary" adversaries. 180 In addition, if the target does not believe that the shamer's values are popular enough to make a meaningful reputational difference, the target can blithely ignore the shamer's efforts. 181 For this reason, shaming is likely to be ineffective against targets whose market success does not depend on reputation. Shaming-based collective action can be very effective, as it was with the SOPA-PIPA demonstrations that shamed web intermediaries and congresspeople. But the effectiveness of those demonstrations depended largely on the fact that users may have choices about internet service providers and that congresspeople depend entirely on voters. In contrast, shaming cam- 178. See Rothchild, supra note 66, at 967-68 (describing how punishment by shaming and banishment was ineffective in policing the LambdaMOO community when a punished wrongdoer could-and did-immediately rejoin the community post-punishment by using a different pseudonym).
179. See Litowitz, supra note 45, at 55; Rothchild, supra note 66, at 968. 180. See Gallagher, supra note 136, at 494-95 (noting that some rights holders have a strong aversion to publicity surrounding enforcement activities, while others "relish their reputation for being an aggressive IP enforcer").
181. See Maibom, supra note 24, at 569-71; see also Posner & Rasmusen, supra note 3, at 374.
paigns against Facebook have been largely ineffective, likely because Facebook perceives no ill effect from violating its customers' norms. 182 Facebook no doubt knows that its users believe it should be ashamed of its practice of shifting privacy policies with little or no warning, but Facebook also knows that its market power depends on the network effect, not on reputation. 183 In this way, even the loudest shaming campaign may fall on deaf ears. Moreover, while shaming campaigns may begin as attempts to integrate an outsider into a community, reintegrative shaming depends on the potential for forgiveness, which may not be forthcoming after a viral shaming campaign. Many members of the Ravelry community continued to revile the USOC long after its public apology. 184 A target looking at the Ravelry example could reasonably ask, "Why bother apologizing, if I will continue to be despised?" The result is that while shaming might spread values to shaming targets through integration or reintegration, it could just as easily lead to recalcitrance, making the target all the more likely to re-offend.
In fact, external shaming can backfire for a number of reasons. While shaming may infuse public opinion with the idea that a particular behavior is "bad," it can have the opposite effect by highlighting how widespread the behavior is. This is particularly likely if campaigns attempt to condemn multiple targets for the behavior before public opinion has condemned it. If a particular type of behavior is a frequent target of shaming campaigns, it could lead targets to believe their behavior puts them in good (or at least numerous) company rather than bad. 185 For that reason, using shaming to manipulate targets' shame may have unpredictable results: increased formal enforcement may actually undermine norms by signaling that transgression is common or that compliance is "uncool." 186 This may be one reason why shaming campaigns have not eradicated peer-to-peer file sharing: those who engage in it may believe that "everyone is doing it." 182. Cf. Posner & Rasmusen, supra note 3, at 374 ("If the violator . . . anticipates no bad effects on him from the reception of the criticisms by other people, the criticisms will fail as sanctions for the criticized act."). External shaming may also backfire as a result of rage and rebellion. 187 Although some proportion of shamers may want to integrate (or reintegrate) an offender into a community of norms, their shaming efforts may ultimately push the target away. Viral shaming campaigns lack a central control mechanism and therefore find it difficult to send a consistently integrative or reintegrative message 188 -and even if they succeed in sending such a message, the target may not hear or appreciate what the shamers have in mind. So unless the target depends heavily on the shamer's community for some reason (e.g., profit), the target can become an "outsider" who will not be interested in integration or reintegration and will not be harmed by ostracism, shunning, or other disintegrative shaming techniques. 189 Thus, external shaming can create rogues who feel they owe nothing to the community and can therefore transgress with relative impunity. 190 Indeed, empirical studies associate shaming sanctions that involve stigmatizing the target with higher rates of re-offense. 191 On the other hand, reactions to shaming can be equally powerful and potentially destructive in the direction of compliance. If the target does share the shamer's values or the audience reacts strongly to the shaming, the results may be extremely damaging or painful. In social science parlance, "either one finds [shaming sanctions] easy to ignore, or one finds them particularly harsh, and cripplingly diminishing of self-esteem. The effectiveness of such sanctions on people of the first sort is nil; with respect to the second sort, the effect is likely to be overkill, and hard to predict." 192 While the former speaks only to shaming's effectiveness, the latter raises what may be a deeper concern: It grants the shamer a potentially overwhelming power to hurt targets and influence values. On one hand, this is powerfully democratizing; entities with very little financial power can shape public opinion effectively through shaming campaigns, as Patent TrollTracker and its ilk have influenced public opinion against patent assertion entities. On the other hand, it can lead to unfair results-especially when shaming is spread virally by a public with incomplete information. YouTube contains many videos shaming "joke-stealers" whose popularity and careers may be severely injured by the shaming, even if they independently, and thus innocently, invented the same jokes. This can lead to lasting, unearned reputational harm. 193 This harm occurs without regard for due process or proportionality. It is, in essence, vigilantism. In the words of John Rothchild, "[A] regime of . . . vigilantism is not an entirely attractive prospect." 194 Vigilantism may result in justice, but it is uncontrolled. It is ironic that the shaming campaign to defeat SOPA and PIPA focused largely on highlighting the proposed legislation's creation of an Internet "blacklist" without due process-considering that the campaign essentially blacklisted suspected SOPA and PIPA supporters without any due process. 195 Blacklisting and watchlisting may be effective shaming techniques, but they can also lead to unsubstantiated "witch-hunting" and disproportionate punishment. 196 In the intellectual property context, self-policing might mediate this danger. A study of letters submitted to the Chilling Effects database indicated that individuals who had (or believed they had) a strong defense to infringement allegations were more likely to submit their notices to the database. Thus, it appears that the shaming effect of the database is directed at bullies rather than tarring all IP enforcers with the same shaming brush. 197 But self-policing depends on shared values. When a group of shamers has a variety of views, the least reason-able of those views may be the loudest. For example, when the cybervigilante group Anonymous becomes involved in a shaming campaign, reputational harm is only the beginning: the group hacks corporate websites and conducts denial-of-service attacks and other cyber punishments. 198 The result is that the target cannot retaliate and may not even be able to defend itself. Anonymous's brand of activity may backfire as a method of behavior control; studies show that shaming actually hinders social behavior when it imposes a harsh cost on the transgressor. 199 But even if it effectively disseminates social values, it imposes the most extreme values and does so at a very high cost.
The upshot of these considerations is that both shame and shaming are problematic as regulatory tools. Of the two, shame may be preferable. Although shame only works on a portion of the population, it is-at least for that portion-both more predictable and more effective than shaming. This is consistent with social science research with computer-simulated societies, which indicates that introducing shame-teaching people to be ashamed of certain anti-social behaviors-"is more effective for the achievement of pro-social behavior than increasing the [shaming-based or other] punishment to non-complying agents." 200 Ultimately, both have benefits and drawbacks. Shame is an excellent mechanism for enforcing norms in relatively close-knit communities of individuals or very small firms. Shaming may currently be the best approach to regulating certain behaviors such as IP bullying and may be particularly helpful in generating a discourse about what behaviors should be considered shameful. But as a replacement for formal law, or even as a mechanism for adjusting the boundaries of formal law, neither shame nor shaming is a panacea.
IV. NORMATIVE IMPLICATIONS
Clearly, neither shame nor shaming should replace formal intellectual property law. They are too unpredictable, risky, and potentially harmful. But it is undeniable, and perhaps beneficial, that they augment and shape the effects of formal law. We can look to current uses of shame and shaming in the intellectual property context to learn something about how the public wants intellectual property law to work.
First, we must acknowledge that formal intellectual property laws cannot, and have not, done the job alone. Shame and shaming have always been part of the intellectual property landscape and are increasingly important in moderating the effects of formal protection. This implies that formal law may not be the ideal mechanism for protecting all varieties of intellectual property in all circumstances. In negative-space communities, a lack of formal protection seems to benefit creation and innovation, 201 at least partly because participants in these communities are governed by customized rule sets enforced by conscience and shame. These communities seem to have little difficulty creating effective systems that meet their own needs. 202 Some restrict copying; others encourage it with specific provisos such as attribution norms. 203 The lack of formal protection does not appear to chill creation or innovation; in fact, it seems to encourage it, especially in settings like academia, cuisine, fashion, open-source software, and fandom, where "creative copying,"-building upon the works of others to create something new-advances the creative needs of the community. The norms of these communities are more flexible than formal law, as they are able to change as technology or prevailing markets do. In addition, community members likely follow these norms more assiduously, both because of the power of shame and also because, unlike formal laws made by distant politicians, community members can feel like they had some hand in creating and reinforcing them.
I do not suggest that we should start repealing intellectual property laws because shame will do all the work. However, particularly when considering whether to implement new protections and whether to implement carve-out exceptions to current protections, it is important for lawmakers to consider whether formal enactments will add value beyond shame-based enforcement.
How do we tell the difference between situations where laws are necessary and situations where shame should stand in their place? The discussion above provides some of those answers. Shame cannot be the sole governing mechanism when the transgressors are likely to be firms or other collective entities. But when individuals are the most likely transgressors, then formal law may not be necessary. Second, social science literature indicates that shame and shaming are most effective when reintegrative shaming is possible and when the participants are interdependent on each other. This implies that shame and shaming may do much of the work of formal law in relatively close-knit communities where members are likely to communicate with each other and may depend on each other for creative or inventive purposes. 204 This includes communities like those discussed above that involve creative copying and countercultures in which belonging to the community and adhering to its values becomes part of the participant's identity, such as sharing or free-information movements, athletics, performance magic, stand-up comedy, or roller derby. Ultimately, the equilibria of low-IP spaces may not be as fragile as one might fear. 205 In a world of shame, shaming, and interdependence, there are high costs, both emotionally and reputationally, for "going rogue."
While shame and shaming are good at regulating interactions within communities, they are far from ideal for regulating interactions among communities. 206 As we have seen above, different communities hold different, and often inconsistent, values. Take pro-copying or free-information norms: while these work well within the sharing community, they do not necessarily reflect the needs or values of initial creators. Free-information activists may wish to copy without any respect or understanding for the needs of initial creators, and therefore find no shame in harming them. In that instance, formal law is required. As a more concrete example, many fan fiction writers strongly favor transformative copying, as long as it includes attribution. 207 They not only write transformative works, but also welcome others to remix (and attribute) their fanworks. 208 Many commercial authors, however, feel differently. 209 They may not want the characters they invented to be put in new situations, with or without attribution. Because these communities disagree about what constitutes shameful behavior, shame will not adequately govern their interactions, and formal law is necessary to determine whose view "wins" and under what circumstances. For fans and commercial authors, the law does just that: the Copyright Act and its fair use provision provide parameters under which fans can make transformative use of commercial authors' works. 210 Shame augments formal law to govern fans' behavior among each other (copying is fine, plagiarism is not) and with the commercial authors (showing them fan fiction is generally taboo). Shaming also comes into play, as fans may shame authors or copyright holders who wish to enforce their copyrights against fair uses or attempt to enforce rights they do not have. 211 This forces rights holders to consider the strength of their claims before asserting them, because a weak claim is more likely than a strong one to generate reputational harm via shaming. 212 In that setting, therefore, shame and shaming augment law but would not adequately replace it.
While shame and shaming should not be the only mechanisms governing inter-community intellectual property practices, they are still valuable in the inter-community setting, both for governing and for instructing lawmakers about the appropriate boundaries for formal protection. From a governance standpoint, shaming stems the gradual accretion of rights by offsetting the effects of risk aversion and overreaching. Rights holders will inevitably seek to expand protection by asserting rights they do not have or accusing non-infringing activities. Victims of such IP bullying have little formal recourse: they may respond with motions to dismiss, declaratory judgment actions, or anti-SLAPP motions, 213 but doing so requires significant expense and attention, especially considering that bullying victims may have done nothing wrong. In that setting, shifting some of the risk to the bullythe risk of being shamed-may make bullies think twice about over- reaching. 214 In the creative copying context, for example, this might offset rights holders' coercive power and allow creative copiers the freedom to pursue their art.
From a normative standpoint, shaming demonstrates where the law itself may overreach. When targets are shamed for exercising their own intellectual property rights against plausible opponents-like the shaming of Apple's aggressive patent strategies 215 or Monster Energy Company's aggressive trademark strategies 216 -it may signal that the problem is not with the rights holder, but with laws so broad that rights holders may use them to make costly and potentially chilling claims. Shaming campaigns identify when formal law ill-serves particular communities and when it has fallen out of line with prevailing social norms and preferences.
The prevalence of shaming in response to overreaching intellectual property assertions may also signal the need to shift power to accused infringers early in the cease-and-desist and litigation processes. As discussed above, under current law, shaming is often the best option for small-scale accused infringers when faced with weak or baseless threats from larger-scale rights holders. 217 Although shaming creates a workable escape valve for the bullied, it is flawed: shaming campaigns may not reach the desired audience, and if they do, they may backfire in a number of ways. 218 Even if we are content to leave intracommunity governance to shame, it is risky to leave inter-community governance to shaming. With that in mind, lawmakers may want to consider formalizing other early escape valves for accused infringers, such as broader misuse doctrines, causes of action for "baseless threats," or "anti-troll" fee-shifting legislation. 219 In addition, lawmakers and courts may wish to consider requiring formal apologies as remedies for abuse of process by overreaching plaintiffs. The latter would harness not only the power of shame and shaming, but also the power of plaintiffs' risk aversion. The risk of having to make a public apology might more effectively prevent IP bullying than would the possibility of merely losing a case or having to pay an opponent's fees.
Considering the power of shame and shaming, and the fact that they are already discursively intertwined with intellectual property law, lawmakers may also want to consider the benefits and drawbacks of creating "apology" or "censure" remedies for infringement of formal law. The pros and cons are manifest: formal shaming penalties would signal the shamefulness of intellectual property infringement, and could provide opportunities for reintegration of infringers and emotional vindication for rights holders-but these penalties could backfire and further establish a class of intellectual property "rebels." A full discussion of shaming sanctions as formal remedies for infringement is beyond the scope of this Article, but it should be noted that China's copyright and trademark laws include official censure and apology as punishments for infringement. 220 In the end, however, examining shame and shaming in the intellectual property context may be most valuable as a (describing public shaming as a remedy that may be "unconventional" to the American audience but has the potential to be very effective). As a generalization, however, Chinese culture is thought to be considerably more concerned with reputation and loss of "face" than American culture, and therefore, the threat of official censure may not be as effective a deterrent of behavior in the United States as it is in China. See Heidi Hansen Kalscheur, Note, About "Face": Using Moral Rights to Increase Copyright Enforcement in China, 39 HASTINGS CONST. L.Q. 513, 524 (2012). flects the power structure of legislative governance and common law, which rely on influence and compromise to generate rules that may fit poorly in individualized situations. 221 In contrast, shame and shaming reflect a different power structure: a critical mass of individually powerless people can collectively define and enforce what is shameful, and they can do so in a far more situational, granular manner. Shame and shaming silence the minority, but formal law may compromise away the values of the majority. Neither system reflects the full picture of society, but to ignore shame and shaming is to ignore the will of the people. By examining what is shameful and who is targeted for shaming, one can learn what the critical mass wants from its laws.
The role of shame and shaming in creating and governing negative spaces implies that people gravitate toward "set points" of intellectual property protection. By examining what people find to be shameful, and what they shame others for, we can see that people's collective moral intuition rebels against a complete lack of protection while also resisting a level of protection so high that it chills creation. An examination of shame and shaming also teaches us that the level and details of this optimal set point may not be constant: Some areas of creation may demand a high level of sharing. In others, attribution may be important. In another, even a small amount of copying may be too much.
Considering the power and inevitability of shame, and the unpredictability of shaming, one may conclude that the best outcome would permit shame-based "IP without IP" systems to flourish, while implementing policies that reduce the need for public shaming of those who enforce their intellectual property rights. Regardless of the outcome, however, lawmakers should take note and strive for balance between the "mob justice" of shame and shaming and the one-size-fits all regime of formal law.
V. CONCLUSION
For too long, lawmakers and scholars have ignored the power of shame and shaming to shape intellectual property behavior, as well as their potential to guide the path of formal intellectual property law. Shame and shaming not only reinforce formal law as they do in other areas, but also augment that law. Together, they help to create and maintain intellectual property negative spaces where innovation and creation thrive without significant formal intellectual property protection or enforcement. In areas beyond the reach of formal intellectual property protection, shame helps define the boundaries of informal or norms-based intellectual property practices. In areas governed by formal intellectual property protection, shaming helps define the boundaries of rights holders' enforcement forbearance.
These effects adjust the boundaries of formal intellectual property protection in a more finely tuned way than formal law can, but they do so at a potentially high cost. Shame is extremely powerful-more so than formal law-but painful, and it is ineffective as a tool for regulating those who do not experience it. Shaming may influence the behavior of more targets, but has notable disadvantages, including not only pain, but also unpredictable results. Despite those flaws, shame and shaming possess marked advantages over formal law for regulating copying behavior. Most notably, shame and shaming are flexible and reflect the needs of the communities they govern, unlike the monolithic, one-size-fits-all dictates of formal law. Shame and shaming are not suitable substitutes for formal law, nor are they miracle cures for law's failings, but they may act as guideposts for determining where to draw the lines of formal legal protection.
